Volume : 32 Issue: 3

Recon

MassCar  March 16, 2014  Taunton
Holiday Inn  700 Myles Standish Blvd,
Taunton, MA Contract  Stuart Macus at
6033829724
Valleycon 24  March 30, 2014, Knights of
Columbus, 460 Granby Rd,Chicopee, MA
Contact Al LaFleche at 4133061270 or
ajlafleche@comcast.net
Downeastcon 2014  Apr 6, 2014, Thorton
Academy, Linnell Gymnasium, Saco, ME,
Contact George Bangs at 2076258007
Noreastcon 43 Region 1  May 23, 2014,
American Airpower Museum, Republic
Airport,Farmingdale,NY Contact  Robert
DeMaio at (631)7073442
North Shore Con 2014  May 18, 2014,
Gloucester High School, 32 Leslie O.
Johnson Rd., Gloucester, MA Contact 
David Readon at 9783250049
IPMS National 2014 USA  Aug 69, 2014,
Hampton Roads Convention Center,
Hampton, VA Contact 
http://www.ipmsusa2014.com/
Patcon 2014  Sept. 14, 2014, Hudson Elsk
Lodge 959, 99 Park Street, Hudson, MA
Contact  David Schmidt 9787061211
Granitecon XXI  Oct 19, 2014, Nashua
Elks Club, 120 Daniel Webster Highway,
Nashua, NH Contact Rodney Currier 603
7263876
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2013  2014 Dues

If you have not already done so,
please renew your dues for the
coming 20132014 membership
year. Dues are still $10. Please
remit your dues to John Nickerson at
the meeting or send it to him at 18
Stone Street, Middleboro, MA
02346
Don't forget to ask for the Family
Membership if you have sons or
daughters as members in the club
as well.

and had been built from several photos of the
actual item, taking into account all the tiny detail
information I've been able to glean over the
years.

Thoughts on Contest Judging
Hal Marshman Sr
I've been talking over the last couple of
model contests I've attended with others of my
peers who also attended them. I've been privy to
quite a few complaints, most of which seemed
pretty well justified. I do have a few thoughts on
some of what I've heard, and as a long time
judge myself, I'd like to run a few things by those
of you who do this extremely taxing job.
At a recent contest, I had a particular plane
entered. A friend of mine happened to be within
earshot of the judging team, and one judge was
pretty vocal in his questioning regarding the
authenticity of certain aspects of my model. In
almost every contest I've judged, authenticity is
not in question, for the very obvious reason that
the modeler may just know something the judges
do not. Conversely, they may be in on something
of which the modeler is not aware. In any event,
their job is to judge how well the model has been
constructed, painted, and marked, etc. My
particular forte is World War II Aircraft. 65 and
more years have passed since these airplanes
took to the air, yet new and interesting facts are
continually being added to our knowledge of
those birds. No one, regardless of how erudite
they may be, can keep up with the continual
barrage of factoids that the Internet is providing
on a daily basis. In the circumstance I'm citing,
the model was one of my most favorite planes,
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The above model was also criticized by that
judge as being "Not weathered enough". Now my
friends, I can find no place in the IPMS rules that
says a model must be weathered to a certain
degree, or even that it must be weathered at all!
Weathering is a personal choice, not a mandatory
step in the completion of a kit.In our hobby, there
are still those who want their models to look
factory new, regardless of how long their choice
may have been in service, or how many victory
marks it may carry. There are those who believe
that anything with meatballs on its wings much
show huge areas of bare metal. Some folks
prefer their models to be covered with oil smears,
gun and exhaust streaking, dust, mud, and who
knows what else. I've seen model airplanes so
dirty and decrepit, that it's dubious as to whether
they could actually attain flight. As said, this is the
personal choice of the modeler, and not subject
to the judge's attention. The only thing subject to
the judge's attention is how well the weathering
has been applied, if at all.
At our Bay Colony contest, our chief judge has
long advocated leaving it up to the entrant what
category his effort will compete in. If he wants his
rigged airplane to be judged with others that are
not, his call. If his armored vehicle has had its top
set aside so that the interior can be viewed, that
doesn't make it an "Open Topped Armored
Vehicle". If he put it with the other armored
vehicles that have closed tops, it's his legitimate
choice. In other words, the removal of the top for
viewing does not change the class of vehicle. If
you as a judge, feel the model might better fit in
another category, you should find the entrant, and
discuss it with him, not unilaterally remove from
one category to another.
All of the above having been said, I know how
difficult it is for contest planners to get qualified

folks to take the reins in their hands and use
their valuable time to try to separate the
"Wheat from the chaff", so's to speak. About
all I can hope to do with this article, is put
together my experiences with those of my
friends, and make you the reader aware of
some items. In actuality, in just about all the
circumstances I have cited, the use of
common sense would have alleviated a good
deal of the bad feelings, and yes, poor
judgement that was allowed to prevail. One of
the great things about the judging systems we
use in this hobby, is the three man team. If
you're on a judging team, and one member is
trying to judge based on his own personal
opinions of authenticity, weathering, or
category placement, then it's up to you to
stand up to that person, possibly enlisting the
aid of your third team member. Remember, if
your organization gets a reputation for poor or
biased judging, it can very adversely effect
your future show successes.
PS, My use of my own experience was for
illustration only, and not sour grapes. The model in
question garnered a First Place, and a Special
award, the other members of the judging team
having prevailed over the vocal "Know it All".
Hal Sr
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Darlington Hobbies
379 Market St.

Warren RI 02885
401 245 7550

Store Hours:
MonFri

10am  7pm

Sun.

12pm  4pm

Sat.

9am  5pm

Contact Info.

Email: paul@darlingtonhobbiesinc.com
Website: www.darlingtonhobbies.com

Were willing to give your model
club discounts.
30% off ordered items. (must be
prepaid)
20% off in stock items.(paints &
supplies are 15%)

From The Bridge

We are now in our 45th (2013 – 2014)
membership year. We are still holding the
membership fee to only $10 per year and
you can pay a couple years in advance if
you wish. There is also a family
membership plan. Mail your payments to
me or see me at a meeting, checks to be
made payable to Bay Colony Historic
Modelers.

As to our IPMS charter, I have filed the
paperwork by email and been given a
thumbs up. We have met our quota of five
members as IPMS members. The $20
check has been sent by mail. As soon as
it arrives we will be good. There are a few
members that have allowed there IPMS
memberships to lapse. I will be contacting
them with a reminder. Just to be clear,
there is no requirement for our
membership at large to be an IPMS/USA
member but it would be nice if more were.
If you would like more information on
being an IPMS member, (International
Plastic Modelers Society), see any of your
club officers at a meeting.
As I announced in the last issue, we had
a donation can on the front table at
BayCon in an attempt to raise funds for
Homes for Our Troops. There was $38 in
the can. The club voted to round it off to
$50, at the November meeting, and Chris
Libucha kicked in another $10. $60 was
sent to HFOT. They have received a
thank you letter in response.

Once again we are in the black as we put
BayCon 2013 to bed. (I’ve just got a
couple accounts to chase down.) After a
number of declining years the numbers
took an upwards turn. Seventy seven
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modelers entered 290 models! (In 2012 – 65
modelers, 261 models.) Many of those
modelers traveled a good distance to enter.
West Hartford, CT (101 miles); Hillsboro, NH
(131 miles); East Setauket, NY (135
miles);Ridgefield, CT (150 miles); Albany, NY
(164 miles); Ridgefield Park, NJ (186 miles);
West Bath, ME (191 miles); & Colchester,
VT (258 miles). I hope they enjoyed
themselves and will return in the future. I
want to thank all of our members and all of
the nonmembers that turned out to help
make our show a success.

One of my dilemmas is in saying thank you
to our members that do show up to help
every year. I want to mention them all. First
that takes up a lot of space. But most of all I
don’t know all of the people that helped out. I
can’t be everywhere, I don’t always see the
work that members are doing all around the
hall. So, on behalf of the Show Committee, I
want to extend our thanks to all of those that
helped out in whatever capacity. Beyond that
there are a few people that I must single out
for their efforts. Number one on that list is
John Gisetto and along side him is his wife
Bette. John designs the forms we use to
register and some of the hand outs, once the
trophies are ready he and Bette drive to
Warwick to pick them up. Bette then unpacks
them all, sorts, proof reads, double checks
they are all there, and repacks them. John
brings them to the show, lays them all out,
helps tabulate the results, and then hands
them out to the winners. Another person is
Bob Magina, he designs and prints up the
show flyers and distributes them all. The day
of the show he places the road signs and
retrieves them, and in between he tries to
photograph all of the models. I think one of
the toughest jobs on show day is registering
all of the entrants. I believe it was Joe
Russum and Frank Knight that started that
off this year with Hal Marshman, Eric
Peterson, and Joe Ravino jumping in.
Thanks to all of you guys.
I had this column started early, trying to be
done early, knowing that as we got close to
the holidays I would become busy and have
little time to write. I told Bob this and he told
me not to worry for he was running late and
hadn’t even started the newsletter yet. Big
mistake! I’ve already deleted a couple
paragraphs of information that are now no
longer pertinent.

For those members that don’t normally make
the meetings, one topic of discussion that

that pops up on a regular basis, is our
fourth place awards. And the discussion
goes back and forth, (no pun intended),
over are they worth it, why do we have
them, and who cares? After the last
meeting when they were discussed, John
Gisetto and I continued to discuss them
and we decided that all of the discussion
doesn’t resolve anything because we lack a
critical piece of data; how the nonmember
contestant feels about it. At the show, John
conducted a survey of more than 20 non
member contestants as to the importance
of the 4th place award. John released his
survey results at the November meeting
which indicated that the nonmember
contestant is strongly in favor of the fourth
place award! It wasn’t even close.
Another topic of discussion that comes up
quite often is the state of our hobby and the
cause and effect of the demise of the local
hobby shop. Taking an even harder hit is
the local Train Shop. They have become
extremely rare. In the midst of a season
when the image of a toy train is iconic, I
thought it appropriate to mention that the
December issue of the Yankee Clipper, a
supplement to the Middleboro Gazette,
headlined an ‘old style train shop’, Country
Train Depot, in Swansea, MA. Located at
339 Baker Road, (5086695547), Mr. Bill
Mason, the shop owner, keeps shop hours
6 days a week. The shop has two operating
layouts, and lots of nooks and crannies to
search through.

As part of a discussion between a few
members at the November meeting, I was
asked if and when we would see a
resurgence in 1/72 scale aircraft. After a
brief moment of thought I answered, “now”!
Let’s take a trip down memory lane as I
explain my answer. In the brief history of
plastic modeling, which extends back to just
prior to WWII, FROG, a British company
that was producing flying models, (some
claim that FROG stands for Flies Right Off
[the] Ground), began producing it’s Penguin
line, (a flightless bird), of 1/72 cellulose
acetate butyrate aircraft models. Frog
resumes production after the war but sees
its market share carved up by kits made
from the more stable polystyrene. FROG
drops its Penguin line. It’s now 1955 and
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and Airfix drops it’s first 1/72 Supermarine
Spitfire on the public, (claims are made
that it is a scaled down Aurora Spitfire),
and never looks back. In the early ‘50s the
US plastic model industry begins
production and box scale rules. Constant
scale doesn’t exist with the exception of a
small company called Renwal that begins
producing 1/32 scale armor and 1/500
ships. In 1957 Monogram produces PA20
Albatross Rescue in 1/72. In 1958 they
add PA33 F105 Thunderchief in 1/72 but
also PA31 TBF Avenger in 1/48. In 1959
they add the A3J Vigilante in 1/72 but
wouldn’t add another 1/72 scale kit until
1967 with the P51B. (This kit was
considered the standard for quality for
many years and other kits were compared
to it in reviews.) By 1960 American
companies are starting to establish their
own standard scales. Aurora and
Monogram are producing 1/48 aircraft,
Revell is still box scale but has had a
couple near misses with scales of 1/70 to
1/77. H201 Boeing B17F “Memphis
Belle” enters the market in 1962, Revell’s
first true 1/72 scale kit, but they have seen
the light and the flood gates open. In the
Spring of 1967 Revell hedges it’s bets and
releases their first 1/32 kits. JoHan,
Monogram, Lindberg and Renwall are also
producing 1/72 scale aircraft In the US, as
well as Heller in France. The Japanese
home grown industry is going world wide.
Their aircraft are 1/72. By the end of the
decade, the Japanese manufactures,
Fujimi, Hasegawa, Aoshima, and Tamiya,
have banded together to produce the
whole WWII Japanese Navy in 1/700
scale. Its now the ‘70s, Supermodel,
Italaerei, and Esci from Italy are all
producing 1/72 scale aircraft. In 1973
Matchbox hits the scene. Revell is opening
new subsidiaries in Japan and Germany,
This is the Golden Age of 1/72 Aircraft.

In October of 1973, OAPEC initiates the oil
embargo. Gasoline is scarce here in the
US and prices soar, along with it the price
of plastic. Inflation also rears its head,
money doesn’t go as far. Kit production
slumps, and remains slow into the ‘80s.
Modelers balk at the higher prices, we find
it hard to pay $6.00 for the same kit we
bought for $2.50 a few years earlier. Model
manufactures are looking for a way to
revive their industry. Why create a new

mold of a subject they already had modeled
and every other company was pumping out,
create a mold of something that doesn’t exist
and yet will be popular? What if we switch to
1/48? 1/72 scale is out 1/48 is in.

1/72 never died, it just got real slow. The
major manufacturers continued to produce
new molds of modern active service jets and
each kit kept getting better. When the Berlin
Wall fell and the iron curtain melts away small
companies sprout up producing highly
detailed limited run kits in 1/72, such as MPM,
Octopus, and Special Hobby. In the new
millennium Revell of Germany (Revell)
releases some WWII single seat fighters, little
inexpensive gems. They follow these up with
some bombers, even better. After market
parts become big business. Roden corners
the market on WWI. China and Korea want in.
Academy, Hobby Boss, and Trumpeter up
their game. By 2010 Airfix has changed hands
a number of times and Hornsby realizes that
their 50 year old molds don’t cut it and
decides to raise the stakes and retool. Their
new kits may not be the best kits on the
market but when it comes to bang for the
buck I’m betting on Airfix. Already on the
shelves are the Gloster Gladiator, two
different versions of the Swordfish, a MiG15,
F86, Bf 110s, A4 Skyhawk, Folland Gnat, a
pair of Canberras, and three Lancasters,
Sounds like a full house. For 2014 Airfix is
promising as new or retooled molds in 1/72,
Hawker Hurricane Mk. I, De Havilland Tiger
Moth, Supermarine Swift, Blenheim Mk I and
Mk IV, Dornier Do 17Z, English Electric
Lightning Mk. 6, Douglas C47 and Dakota Mk
III. There is very little that isn’t available in
1/72 right now. The question comes down to
how much detail and at what price?

Now for something entirely different; the
Collings Foundation has just acquired a Pearl
Harbor Curtiss P40B. An anonymous donor
purchased the plane at a cost of several
million dollars from The Fighter Collection of
Duxford England and donated it to the
foundation. The foundation has announced it’s
plans to restore it to flying condition and fly it
over Buffalo NY, where it was built in early
1941, for the 75th anniversary of Pearl
Harbor. The P40B was in a hanger being
repaired when the Japanese attacked on Dec.
7th, which is how it escaped the attention that
over 300 other US aircraft received. Seven
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Now for something entirely different; the
Collings Foundation has just acquired a Pearl
Harbor Curtiss P40B. An anonymous donor
purchased the plane at a cost of several
million dollars from The Fighter Collection of
Duxford England and donated it to the
foundation. The foundation has announced
it’s plans to restore it to flying condition and
fly it over Buffalo NY, where it was built in
early 1941, for the 75th anniversary of Pearl
Harbor. The P40B was in a hanger being
repaired when the Japanese attacked on
Dec. 7th, which is how it escaped the
attention that over 300 other US aircraft
received. Seven weeks later the P40
crashed into a mountain, the pilot being killed
in that accident. The wreck was recovered in
the ‘80s and by utilizing parts from a couple
other B’s was flying again by 2004.
You may have noticed that the President
Award wasn’t given out at the show. It wasn’t
that we didn’t have deserving people. The
same few keep doing. The problem was that
the President didn’t do his home work. The
award will be given, just a little late.

A correction to the notes in the last issue
about the October meeting held at the old
South Weymouth Naval Air Station. Hal sent
me an email to tell me that Peter Jardim, Bay
Colony club member and ANA Patriot
Chapter member was the real force in setting
up that meeting.

Amongst my numerous New Year resolutions
is one that says; “I will get all of my columns
in on time”.

Wishing you all a happy and prosperous New
Year!
God bless America! Pray for our servicemen
overseas.
Happy modeling and give kits to kids!
John J. Nickerson
bchmaprez@verizon.net

Up Scope:

Jan. 11th 2014 Meeting

Bill Collins
113 Powderhorn Drive
Taunton,MA 02780
5086957754 or 5086415873

Take 140N from Taunton or S from Norton.
Go right or left on Norton Street. Take a left at
first fork, then a right at the second fork. Take
first right and follow along to house #113.

Feb. 8th 2014 Meeting
Fairhaven Fire Station
146 Washington Street
Fairhaven,MA 02719
Brian Messier 5088894026
From the north, you want to take either 140
south or 495 south. For those taking 140,
take 195 east to exit 18. For those taking 495
take 195 West to exit 18. off the exit you will
be heading south. go through 1 set of lights.
bear right at the second set of lights onto
route 6. Again, go through one set of lights at
Alden Road. take your NEXT LEFT ( across
from Burger King). This is Washington St.
The fire station is about a thousand feet down
on your right. the address for those with a
GPS is 146 Washington St, Fairhaven MA.
02719.
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Mar. 8th 2014 Meeting
John Gisetto Sr.
390 Plymouth Street
Middleborough,MA 02346
5089471546
Rte 495 to Rte 44 exit. Take Rte 44E. From
rotary go to third set of lights and take a left
on to Plymouth Street. KOA campground is
on the corner. Its the house on the right
(green ranch). Its about 1/2 to 3/4 of a mile
up on Plymouth Street.

Painting 1/35 scale figures with
Acrylic paints
By Edmund Rosario
This DVD features a painting course done be figure
painter Oliver Kovacs. I purchased the DVD
Shortly after viewing a video clip on You Tube.
The DVD opens with a short introduction with narration
for Oliver Kovacs along with some of the figures he's
painted. I should note that the DVD is recorded in PAL
16:9 Format. It can be played on a laptop DVD player.
However l can only play it on one of my DVD players in
my home. Fortunately it's the one in my hobby room
when I do my figure and model building.
It then has several chapters that literally go from start to
finish on the Alpine German Panzer officer. He then does
a review of the tools he uses for his figure assembly. I
should note that on the inside of the cover is a list of
Vallejo colors he uses for each step which also shows at
the begining of each painting step.
Then goes over color theory where he explains about
highlighting and shadow painting. Oliver then
demonstrates his painting techniques using Vallejo
Acrylics along with the use of a "Wet Palette". At first I
thought maybe he was going to include the use of oil
paints, but I stood corrected. I chatted with him of
Facebook and I asked him the purpose of using a Wet
Palette. He explained that by using a wet palette was to
aid in using thinned paint as tints versus straight paint. I
also asked about the use of distilled water to thin the
paint. He told me that distilled water is steamed water
which makes it lighter than regular tap water and it
allows the paint to dry quicker. I guess I should have
paid more attention in Science class. He uses what he
calls “baking paper” to mix the acrylic paints in the paint
tray. He told me the “baking paper” was parchment
paper, which needs to sit on top of a paper towel in the
paint tray so it to can absorb some of the water to make
it a “Wet Palette”. So you see everyone has their
secrets, tricks, and techniques in this hobby. This is why
I like to pick other painters brains to see if i can learn
something new. It helps when other painters are not
afraid to share information with us.
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He starts out with the Vallejo Sandy Brown
basecoat. All the painting has been done with close
ups. Now when I first watched this painting session,
he first mixed 5 levels of highlights for the flesh
tones with 2 colors, Vallejo Sandy Brown and Sunny
Skin Tone, using the Sunny Skin Tone to lighten
each color mix for the highlighting. Oliver said if he
wanted a higher contrast he would make more
highlights. When he applies the progressive number
of highlights it indicates each highlight by numbers
15 on the screen. However as he progresses he
ends up using 9 highlights. I have to be honest, at
first I thought it was a bit extreme, but then I said,
this is why he's got a DVD out and not me. He then
went on and talked about the color mixes for the
shadows tones which he uses. With each level of
highlights and shadows he paints progressively
smaller areas, which I’m sure we all do. He even
has color mixes for the 5 o’clock shadow.
After the face and hair is completed, it's a step by
step painting course for each part of the uniform.
Starting with the cap right down to the shoes. Each
step starts with the base color and then the color
mixes for the highlights and shadows. He doesn’t go
thru the color mixes like he did with the flesh tones.
He even explains about painting the camouflage
pattern on the pants, which I learned something
new. Once again he uses several color mixes with
highlights and shadows, not as extreme as the flesh
tones but it's a subtle affect.
The one thing I liked about the DVD, is that he even
shows mistakes as he paints. Which he does correct
right away. Now in my opinion, it shows the human
side to all of us figure painters. We all make
mistakes in this hobby, and Oliver has no problem
showing that even he can make a mistake. We're
not perfect but in this hobby we all strive to do our
best.
All in all, the DVD lasts an 145 min and in my
opinion, worth each minute. I got my copy thru
Michigan Toy Soldier and it was only $20.00 plus
shipping. But,again worth ever cent I spent.
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In Range:

Oct 12th Meeting  Joe, Hal, Peter
200mm Napoleonic French Curoissier 
Frank Knight
Navy Astronauts Wings  John Gisetto Sr.
Space Shuttle & Apollo Patches  John
Gisetto Sr.
Apollo Mission Patches  John Gisetto Sr.
1/32nd F14D (WIP)  John McCormick
In Attendance:
Hal Marshman Sr.
Robert Magina
Kevin Colburn
Ray Rosario
John Nickerson
Joe Russum
John McCormick
Ray Rosario

Craig Magina
Peter Jardin
Eric Petersen
Joe Ravino
Frank Knight
John Gisetto Sr.
Paul Champigny

Nov. 9th Meeting  Bob Don
1/35th Winter Firefly  Steve Kwasny
1/35th KV8 (WIP)  Steve Kwasny
1/32nd Mig 3 (WIP)  Steve Kwasny
1/72nd Me P1106 (WIP)  John Gisetto Sr.
1/72nd BMW 75  Bob Don
1/72nd GMC Semi Tractor  Bob Don
1/72nd M3 Mortar Carriage  Bob Don
200mm French Curoissier  Frank Knight
120mm Lt. Col. Patton  Frank Knight
1/35th M4A3 105mm Howitzer  Bob Magina
1/48th Heinkel 115  Bill Collins
1/35th FT17  Bill Collins
In Attendance:
Bob Magina
Steve Kwasny
Kevin Colburn
Warren April
Bill Collins
Hal Marshman Sr.
John Gisetto Sr.
John McCormick
Frank Knight

Peter Jardin
Ray Rosario
John Nickerson
Joe Russum
Chris Libucha
Bob Don
Gian Montecalvo
Paul Champigny
Pat McColgen

Raffle:
Vallejo Weathering Set  John Nickerson
XActo Blades  Frank Knight
1/35th Panzer 35T  Bob Magina
1/48th US 500 lb Bombs  John McCormick
Step Sander  Warren April
Tamiya Glue  Paul Champigny
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IPMS Bay Colony Modelers meet the second
Saturday of each month from 1:00 to 4:00 PM. The
meetings take place at selected members houses.
Look at the Battlewagon or the club website for
locatiion and directions. Guests are always
welcome. Membership is $10.00 per year.
Members and guests are encourged to bring
completed models or works in progress for display
and discussion.

IPMS Bay Colony
Historical Modelers
71 Willow Lane

Plainville, MA 02762

phone: (508)6957754
email: treadhead@comcast.net
web: www.ipmsbaycolony.com

The Battlewagon is published six times per year. All
opinions expressed are those of the authors and do
2013  2014 Club Dues
not necessarily reflect IPMS Bay Colony or IPMS
USA views. Submissions relevant to modeling are
welcome, and may be published at the discretion of If you have not already done so, please
the editor. All material is subject to editing. There is renew your dues for the coming 2013
2014 membership year. Dues are still
no payment for articles.
$10. Please remit your dues to John
Nickerson at a meeting or send it to him
at 18 Stone Street, Middleboro, MA
02346
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SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL HOBBY SHOPS

(508) – 222-3460

Hobby Hut
47 Bank Street Rear
Attleboro, MA 02703
Models - Trains - Paints - Rockets - RC
- Hobby Supplies 10-6 Daily
10-5 Sat
Closed Sundays
- WILL SPECIAL ORDER -

IPMS Bay Colony Historical Modelers
71 Willow Lane
Plainville, MA 02762

